LOPES is a digital radio interferometer which measures the radio emission of extensive cosmic ray air showers. It mainly consists of 30 dipole antennas installed in co-location with KASCADE-Grande at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany. KASCADE-Grande measures the secondary air shower particles at ground. Whenever KASCADE-Grande detects a high-energy cosmic ray event ( 10 16 eV), it triggers LOPES which then digitally records the radio signal in the frequency band from 40 to 80 MHz. Using interferometric methods, LOPES is able to successfully detect air shower induced radio pulses, even in the noisy environment at the KIT. In the present studies, a considerable progress in understanding the radio emission mechanism is shown: The latest version of the "radio emis-Correspondence to: F G. Schröder (frank.schroeder@kit.edu) sion in air shower" simulation program, REAS3, seems to be the first Monte Carlo tool which is able to reproduce the magnitude and slope of most of the measured lateral distributions.
Introduction
Radio emission of extensive air showers (EAS) initiated by high-energy cosmic rays has been discovered more than forty years, ago -for an overview see Melissas et al. (this issue) . LOPES is a modern, digital radio interferometer for air shower measurements. It was built in 2003 at the location of the well established EAS experiment KASCADE-Grande (Apel et al., 2010a) . LOPES started by using prototype hardware of LOFAR, a digital radio observatory with cosmic ray detection among its key science projects (Falcke et al., 2007) . Recent results from CODALEMA, another successful digital radio array for EAS detection, can be found in Ravel et al. (2010). ANITA, a balloon borne radio experiment above the Antarctica, has recently claimed seeing high-energy cosmic rays by the reflection of the EAS radio signal at the ice surface (Hoover et al., 2010) . The radio technique is meanwhile seen as a new path in the detection of highest energy cosmic particles, as well as in the observation of radio signals generated by cosmic rays and neutrinos impacting the lunar regolith -see e.g. Mevius et al. (2010) .
LOPES successfully proved first that digital radio interferometry is indeed feasible for EAS detection (Falcke et al., 2005) . After this proof-of-principle, LOPES focused mainly on three issues: investigating how the direction, energy and mass of the primary particle can be reconstructed, understanding the radio emission mechanism in detail, and developing hardware and techniques for the next generation radio arrays like LOFAR and the Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA) (Fliescher et al., 2010) . A recent overview of LOPES results can be found in Huege et al. (2010a) . The present article focuses on an update on the improved analysis of radio lateral distributions measured with LOPES and a comparison of these to Monte Carlo radio simulations performed with REAS3 (Ludwig and Huege, 2010) .
Setup and preparatory work
After an initial phase of 10 operating antennas from 2003 to 2005, LOPES was upgraded to 30 absolute amplitude cali-brated dipole antennas ( Fig. 1) (Nehls et al., 2007) , and by a new type of antenna forming the LOPES STAR setup (Rühle et al., 2010 ) -dedicated to technical developments like selftriggering. For the main part of LOPES inverted v-shaped dipole antennas were used until the end of 2009. At the beginning, all antennas have been aligned in the east-west direction because the geomagnetic radio emission of EAS is predominantly east-west polarized, see Huege et al. (2010b) for a recent review of EAS radio emission models. At the end of 2006, half of the antennas have been rotated by 90 • to measure also the north-south polarization component, and in 2010, the antenna type has been changed to a tripole antenna which consists of three crossed dipoles, and which can measure the complete polarization of the electric field vector. An important goal of the polarization measurements is a better understanding of the radio emission process. A detailed analysis of the polarization measurements is still in progress. Thus, in this article we will present results obtained with east-west aligned antennas, only.
For all setups, LOPES is triggered by KASCADE-Grande, and digitally records the radio signal in the frequency band of 40 − 80 MHz with a sampling rate of 80Megasamples per second, i.e. it operates in the second Nyquist domain, and the radio field strength in-between the sampled data points can be retrieved by up-sampling algorithms. One of the key features of LOPES is the possibility to combine the information of all antennas in a subsequent analysis by calculating a cross-correlation beam, which is formed into the shower direction known from KASCADE-Grande and optimized by a fit. This makes LOPES a digital radio interferometer, and it is essential to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the noisy environment of Karlsruhe. It is only possible because of a remarkable relative timing precision of ∼ 1ns which is achieved with a reference beacon continuously emitting sine waves (Schröder et al., 2010a) . Measuring the phasing of these sine waves in each antenna allows to permanently monitor the relative timing precision and to improve it to the desired level.
LOPES-10 has already established the proof-of-principle that cosmic ray radio detection is possible with a digital radio interferometer (Falcke et al., 2005) . It could confirm results of earlier experiments that the radio emission is predominantly of geomagnetic origin, since its amplitude depends on the geomagnetic angle (= angle between shower axis and the Earth's magnetic field). Furthermore, LOPES has shown that the radio amplitude is roughly proportional to the primary energy -as expected for any coherent radio emission process -and that the arrival direction can be reconstructed with an accuracy of 1.5 • (Nigl et al., 2008) . For the reconstruction of the primary mass there are two promising ways under study: First the shape of the radio wavefront (Lafebre et al., 2010; Schröder et al., 2010c) , and second the slope of the lateral distribution of the radio emission (Huege et al., 2008) . The evaluation of the first way is still in progress, but results from the latter one are presented in the next paragraph. Fig. 2 . Example lateral distribution with and without correction of the noise influence. Noise usually increases the amplitude except for very low signal-to-noise ratios (< 1) for which a decrease due to destructive interference is more likely.
Lateral distribution of the radio signal
The lateral distribution can be determined for high-energy events with E 10 17 eV, for which the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficient to measure the amplitude of the radio pulse at individual antennas (Apel et al., 2010b) . By fitting an exponential lateral distribution function (LDF), it was confirmed that the amplitude of most events decays approximately exponentially -with the exception of 20% of the events for which the observed lateral distribution is either flat or flattens towards the shower core. Thus, an exponential LDF is only a simplified but for most events sufficient approximation to the real LDFs. Because of the noisy environment of LOPES, special care has to be paid on the treatment of noise, when reconstructing the lateral distribution. As noise can interfere constructively or destructively with the measured signal, a coherent approach for determining the noise level, for a correction procedure, and the estimation of the correction uncertainties were developed (Schröder et al., 2010b,c) . Noise is not only the dominant source for uncertainties in pulse time and amplitude measurements, but it also systematically flattens the lateral distributions by typically ∼ 10%. In Fig. 2 an example is shown where the new noise treatment is compared to the old one for the same event. The error bars on a single measurement (individual antenna) is now larger in most cases, but as now the noise influence on the amplitude is really corrected also the value is different. Where the first naturally decreases the χ 2 of the LDF fit, the latter is changing the slope of the lateral distribution, which is the most sensitive parameter for mass sensitivity of the detection technique, and therefore of great importance for the analysis.
After correcting the measured lateral distributions for noise and fitting an exponential function, they are compared with detailed REAS3 Monte Carlo simulations (Lud- wig and Huege, 2010) . As input for the simulations of the individual showers the arrival direction, point of incidence with the Earth's surface, and primary energy given by the KASCADE-Grande reconstruction are used. As primary mass, both protons (p) and iron nuclei (Fe) as most abundant cosmic rays in this energy range are chosen. Such a detailed comparison was performed for a selection of 81 events with a high signal-to-noise ratio ( Figs. 3 and 4) . Most of them agree very well with the REAS3 simulations showing that the simulations well reproduce the order of magnitude of the amplitude parameter 100 and the slope parameter R 0 of the exponential LDF fit -with the exception that REAS3 can reproduce relatively flat lateral distributions ( = large R 0 ) only in some cases. Furthermore, the slope parameter shows a mass sensitivity: proton showers show a slightly steeper lateral distribution, which confirms that a measurement of the lateral distribution is one possible way to estimate the primary mass. However, the present uncertainties do not allow a definite quantitative conclusion on the primary composition of the selected LOPES events.
Conclusions
LOPES has shown that EAS can be measured with digital, interferometric radio antenna arrays, and that it is possible to reconstruct the energy and arrival direction of the primary cosmic ray particles. In addition to theoretical predictions, there are first experimental hints that also the primary mass can be reconstructed with radio measurements, which would make radio measurements a complementary detection technique for cosmic rays, among particle surface detectors, fluorescence and Cherenkov telescopes. It could be shown that the primary mass can in principle be estimated by measuring the slope of the lateral distributions of the radio signal. However, the achievable precision is still under investigation.
www.astrophys-space-sci-trans.net/7/303/2011/ For competing with the well established detection methods, radio measurements of EAS have to be not only possible, but also precise enough, which requires accurate measurements as well as a sufficient understanding of the radio emission mechanisms. In both domains, LOPES has made remarkable progress. Newly developed methods for amplitude and time calibration (Nehls et al., 2007; Schröder et al., 2010a) , as well as for noise treatment (Schröder et al., 2010b) have greatly decreased systematical uncertainties of the radio measurements. This allows testing recently improved emission models with an adequate accuracy. This way, an up to now unachieved agreement between data and new REAS simulations could be observed: REAS3 generally is able to reproduce radio amplitudes measured with LOPES within the experimental uncertainties.
